Naturally SIV-infected sooty mangabeys (SMs) remain asymptomatic despite high virus replication. Elucidating the mechanisms underlying AIDS resistance of SIV-infected SMs may provide crucial information to better understand AIDS pathogenesis. In this study, we assessed the determinants of set-point viremia in naturally SIV-infected SMs, i.e., immune control of SIV replication versus target cell limitation. We depleted CD4 + T cells in 6 naturally SIV-infected SMs by treating with humanized anti-CD4 mAb (Cdr-OKT4A-huIgG1). CD4 + T cells were depleted almost completely in blood and BM and at variable levels in mucosal tissues and LNs. No marked depletion of CD14 + monocytes was observed. Importantly, CD4 + T cell depletion was associated with a rapid, significant decline in viral load, which returned to baseline level at day 30-45, coincident with an increased fraction of proliferating and activated CD4 + T cells. Throughout the study, virus replication correlated with the level of proliferating CD4 + T cells. CD4 + T cell depletion did not induce any changes in the fraction of Tregs or the level of SIV-specific CD8 + T cells. Our results suggest that the availability of activated CD4 + T cells, rather than immune control of SIV replication, is the main determinant of set-point viral load during natural SIV infection of SMs.
Introduction
The HIV epidemic in humans arose after zoonotic transmission of simian CD4 + T cell tropic lentiviruses, which naturally infect a range of African monkey host species and are now collectively known as SIVs (1) . HIV-1 arose after cross-species transmission of SIVcpz, which naturally infects chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), while HIV-2 arose from transmission of SIVsmm, which naturally infects sooty mangabeys (SMs, Cercocebus torquatus atys) (2) . SIVsmm is also the likely source of pathogenic SIVmac strains that are commonly used to infect rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) (3, 4) .
Natural SIVsmm infection of SMs is common both in the wild and in captivity and often correlates with sexual maturity (5) . In stark contrast to HIV-infected humans, who almost invariably progress to AIDS if they are not treated, naturally SIV-infected SMs usually maintain normal CD4 + T cell counts and very rarely progress to AIDS, despite chronic high levels of viral replication (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . The mechanisms by which these animals remain healthy despite levels of virus replication that are associated with AIDS in non-naturally adapted species (i.e., humans and macaques) have yet to be completely defined. However, it is now widely recognized that understanding the AIDS resistance of natural SIV hosts will provide important clues to AIDS pathogenesis (11, 12) .
SIVsmm infection of SMs is associated with levels of viral replication that are as high as, or even higher than, those observed in pathogenic HIV infection of humans (6, 7, 9) . The fact that SMs maintain high viral load indicates that the disease resistance of these animals is unlikely to be because of particularly strong SIVspecific CTL responses. This hypothesis is also supported by the observations that SIV-infected SMs have lower levels of virus-specific T cell responses than do HIV-infected individuals (13) and that depletion of CD8 + T cells does not result in any significant increase in virus replication (14) . Similar to pathogenic models of HIV/SIV infection (15) (16) (17) (18) , more than 90% of SIVsmm replication in naturally SIV-infected SMs occurs in short-lived cells, which suggests that activated CD4 + T cells are the major site for viral replication (19) . The fact that CD4 + T cells are the main targets of SIVsmm replication is also confirmed by the observation that mucosal CD4 + T cells are rapidly depleted during acute SIVsmm infection of SMs (20) . However, despite destruction of mucosal CD4 + T cells during acute infection and subsequent development of chronic viremia, SMs infected with SIVsmm remain healthy and rarely experience declining peripheral CD4 + T cell counts (8) . While the mechanisms responsible for the preservation of normal CD4 + T cell counts in SIV-infected SMs are still unclear, many reports indicate that a striking and consistent feature of this model of infection is the lack of generalized immune activation (6, 8, 21) , one of the major correlates of disease progression in pathogenic models (22) (23) (24) .
One question regarding natural SIV infection of SMs is: What are the determinants of the set-point level of viremia in these animals? Particularly, what is the role of immune control of SIV infection versus target cell limitation, and in this context, what is the specific role of CD4 + T cells (i.e., providing targets for virus replication versus helping SIV-specific humoral and cellular immune responses) in this nonpathogenic model of infection? A more detailed study of the determinants of viremia during natural SIV infection of SMs may contribute to our understanding of how these animals remain disease-free in the face of highly replicating SIV.
To further understand the role of CD4 + T cells in determining set-point viremia during SIV infection of SMs, we treated 6 animals with repeated infusion of the humanized anti-CD4 monoclonal antibody Cdr-OKT4A-huIgG1 (referred to herein as OKT4A), causing major depletion of these cells in vivo, and longitudinally measured a number of virological and immunological parameters. We observed that CD4 + T cell depletion was consistently associated with a rapid and significant decrease (2-3 logs) in viral load, suggesting that CD4 + T cells have a limited direct effect on facilitating immune control of SIV replication. Within a few weeks of initiation of the depleting treatment, viral loads returned to baseline levels, coincident with a marked increase in the fraction of activated and proliferating CD4 + T cells (even in the context of a persistent CD4 + T cell depletion). The fact that the level of CD4 + T cell activation correlated with plasma viremia throughout the study is compatible with a model in which the availability of activated CD4 + T cells as targets for SIV is the main determinant of the prevailing level of virus replication in SIV-infected SMs.
Results
Treatment with anti-CD4 mAb resulted in substantial CD4 + T cell depletion in the blood, LNs, and mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue. To investigate the in vivo role of CD4 + T cells in determining setpoint viremia during natural SIV infection of SMs, we depleted CD4 + T cells as described in Methods. The level of CD4 + T cell depletion in each of the tissues examined was assessed by multicolor flow cytometry ( Figure 1A ). Prior to administration of the anti-CD4 antibody, the baseline fraction of CD3 + CD4 + T cells was 24.95% ± 3.44%, with an absolute CD4 + T cell number of 1,550.3 ± 392.2 cells/mm 3 (mean ± SD; Figure 1B ). Immediately after the administration of the depleting antibody, a reduction in CD4 + T cells was observed. At the nadir, between 10 and 14 d, CD4 + T cells were depleted on average 95.18% in peripheral blood, and residual CD4 + T cells constituted 1.55% ± 1.41% of CD3 + T lymphocytes (mean ± SD), with an average absolute count of 46.28 cells/mm 3 ( Figure 1B ). In each of the 6 SIV-infected SMs, the antibody-mediated depletion of CD4 + T cells was persistent, with average levels below 7% of total T lymphocytes at 8 months after depletion (i.e., CD4 + T cell reconstitution less than 15% that of baseline). This slow repopulation of CD4 + T cells did not appear to be simply an effect of SIV infection, because CD4-depleted, SIV-uninfected SMs also showed relatively inefficient reconstitution of their CD4 + T cell pools (see Supplemental Figures 1 and 2 ; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI33814DS1), particularly compared with the kinetics of CD8 + T cell repopulation after antibody-mediated depletion (14, (25) (26) (27) . However, the pace of CD4 + T cell reconstitution was somewhat faster in the uninfected animals, which suggests that SIV infection had a negative effect on the homeostasis of CD4 + T cells. Interestingly, the rebound of CD4 + T cell proliferation observed after depletion in the SIV-infected SMs was also observed in the uninfected animals. Importantly, both infected and uninfected SMs tolerated CD4 + T cell depletion without any detectable adverse reaction or signs of AIDS throughout the postdepletion observation period (>18 mo). These findings are interesting because CD4 + T cell levels below 100 cells/mm 3 are associated with high risk of developing AIDS in both HIV-infected humans and SIV-infected macaques.
We next assessed the level of CD4 + T cells in various tissues by conducting LN biopsies, rectal biopsies (RBs), bronchoalveolar lavages (BALs), and BM aspiration and measuring the fraction of CD4 + T cells by immunophenotyping via flow cytometry. Variable levels of CD4 + T cell depletion were observed in the tissues examined ( Figure 1, A and D) . The effect of anti-CD4 antibody was most pronounced in LN and BM aspiration (CD4 + T cell depletion of 90.2% ± 4.61% and 89.3% ± 12.12% of baseline, respectively) and less marked in mucosal tissues (CD4 + T cell depletion of 60.2% ± 14.4% and 44.7% ± 21.46% of baseline in RB and BAL, respectively; mean ± SD; Figure 1D ). The less severe depletion observed in mucosal tissues may be the result of a relative lack of distribution of the depleting antibody. Interestingly, the nadir of CD4 + T cell depletion in LNs was observed at 120 d, much later than in other tissues, and at a time when presumably little to no OKT4A depleting antibody is present in the circulation, which suggests that CD4 + T cells are perhaps being mobilized and leaving LNs in an attempt to repopulate the other CD4 + T cell-depleted compartments. To investigate a possible depletion of CD4 + monocytes/macrophages, we also monitored the frequency and absolute number of CD14 + cells. As shown in Figure 1C , the level of CD14 + monocytes in peripheral blood, BM aspiration, and LNs remained substantially unchanged throughout the follow-up period. These results demonstrate that the anti-CD4 mAb effectively depleted most CD4 + T cells from peripheral blood, LNs, and BM and had a more limited, but still very apparent, effect in depleting CD4 + T cells from mucosal tissues.
The decline of CD4 + T cells is the result of true depletion of CD4 + T cells. In order to ensure that the animals experienced a genuine depletion of CD4 + T cells and not simply a masking of CD4 by the depleting antibody, we measured the levels of CD3 + T cells in the LNs by immunohistochemistry (IHC) and in peripheral blood by flow cytometry. We reasoned that if the OKT4A antibody was masking and not depleting, CD3 + T cell levels would be similar before and after depletion, while if the antibody was truly depleting, we would observe a net loss of CD3 + T cells. Indeed, the fraction of CD3 + T cells in LNs was substantially reduced (Figure 2A ), providing strong evidence that true depletion of CD4 + T cells in the LNs had occurred. In addition, we longitudinally measured the relative fractions of circulating CD3 + T cell subsets and determined the frequencies of CD4 + CD8 + , CD4 -CD8 + , and CD4 -CD8 -T cells. We reasoned that if the antibody had a prominent masking effect, there would be a rise in CD3 + CD4 -CD8 -T cells. As shown in Figure 2 , B and C, no selective increase in the CD3 + CD4 -CD8 -subset was noted, indicating that the CD4 + T cells were indeed depleted from the lymphocyte populations as a result of treatment with anti-CD4 antibody. To further verify that the changes in lymphocyte fractions observed was caused by an expansion of the fraction - not the absolute number - of CD8 + T cells, we measured CD8 + T cells in the tissues collected. As shown in Figure 2D , treatment with the anti-CD4 mAb antibody resulted in an increase in the percentage of CD3 + CD8 + T cells with no significant changes in the absolute number of these cells. Collectively, these data demonstrate that the loss of CD4 + T cells observed was the result of true depletion by the anti-CD4 antibody, not a masking effect.
CD4 + T cell depletion causes a rapid, but transient, decrease in viremia in naturally SIV-infected SMs. In order to determine the impact of CD4
+ T cell depletion on viral replication in SIV-infected SMs, we next measured plasma viral load longitudinally throughout the study by RT-PCR as previously described (8) . Figure 3A shows that following treatment with the anti-CD4 antibody, all animals that had detectable plasma viral load prior to depletion (5 of 6 SMs) manifested a rapid decrease in plasma viremia, with an average decline of approximately 2 logs between baseline and 14 d after depletion. A similar decline in the level of virus replication was observed when we assessed the level of SIV-RNA in LN tissues by in situ hybridization ( 3A). The kinetics of plasma viral load following CD4 + T cell depletion was confirmed by the analysis of virus replication in lymphoid tissues as detected by in situ hybridization ( Figure 3 , B and C).
The observation that depletion of CD4 + T cells was followed by a rapid decrease in viremia is consistent with the possibility that in this cohort of naturally SIV-infected SMs, the measured changes in virus replication are caused by decreased availability of target cells. Because one possible outcome of this study was that CD4 + T cell depletion would affect the CD4 + T cell-mediated immune control of viremia, our study cohort included the animal FYr, with baseline viral loads less than 160 copies/ml plasma, and animals FDu and FBs, with less than 5 × 10 4 copies/ml plasma. As seen in Figure  3A , viral load remained always under 400 copies/ml plasma in FYr; similarly, no increase in viremia as a result of CD4 + T cell depletion was noted in the other 2 SMs, consistent with the hypothesis that CD4 + T cells do not play a major role in controlling SIV replication in SMs. However, because the antibody used depleted SIV-specific CD4 + T cells as well as the targeted CD4 + cells, this result did not completely rule out the possibility that SIV-specific CD4 + T cells contribute to the low virus replication observed in these animals.
It is possible that the OKT4A CD4-depleting antibody might have direct antiviral effects by interference with binding of HIVenv to CD4, thus contributing to the decline in viremia (K. Reimann, unpublished observations). Examination of the decline after treatment in viremia levels does not elucidate the relative contribution of these 2 effects of the anti-CD4 antibody (i.e., depletion of CD4 + T cells versus direct antiviral effects). However, the correlation noted between plasma viral load and the level of activated/proliferating CD4 + T cells throughout the period after CD4 depletion - particularly at a time when no direct antiviral effect of the anti-CD4 antibody was observed (see below) - strongly suggests that the availability of target cells is the key determinant of virus replication in naturally SIV-infected SMs.
CD4 + T cell depletion is followed by an increase in CD4 + T cell activation and proliferation that correlates with viral load rebound. To better assess the relationship between the extent of CD4 + T cell depletion and level of virus replication, we carefully examined the kinetics of the absolute CD4 + T cell counts and plasma viral load at various time points after CD4 + T cell depletion ( Figure 4 ). The decrease in viral load early after anti-CD4 administration was coincident with CD4 + T cell depletion. However, the rapid rebound of viral load was observed at 30-45 d, at a time when the absolute number of CD4 + T cells was still considerably lower than baseline. Log-transformed viral loads and CD4 + T cell counts during the depletion period were highly significantly correlated (P < 0.0001) via partial correlations. The partial correlation was adjusted for time and animal effects, with random effects models used to estimate the influence of time and animal on CD4 + T cell counts and log viral loads in the calculations. It should be noted that the performed analysis might have been influenced by the fact that the majority of time points were during the early stages after depletion, when the rapid declines of both CD4 + T cells and viremia were temporally associated.
Because primate lentiviruses preferentially replicate in activated and/or proliferating CD4 + T cells (11, 28) , we next sought to determine whether the changes in viral replication observed in our cohort of naturally SIV-infected SMs after treatment with anti-CD4 antibody also correlated with the level of CD4 + T cell activation and/or proliferation. We first measured longitudinally the fraction of CD4 + T cells expressing the proliferation marker Ki67 ( Figure 5A ) and the activation markers CD69 ( Figure 5A ) and HLA-DR (data not shown) by flow cytometry. The nadir of CD4 + T cell levels was followed by a striking increase in the frequency of activated and proliferating CD4 + T cells: the average percentage of CD4 + T cells expressing Ki67 increased from 0.75% at baseline to 13.2% at the nadir of CD4 depletion ( Figure 5B ). The absolute numbers of CD4 + Ki67 + T cells actually decreased from a predepletion level of 11.23 ± 5.07 cells/mm 3 to 4.28 ± 1.58 cells/mm 3 at the nadir (mean ± SD). However, as shown in Figure 5C , this decline in the absolute number of circulating CD4 + Ki67 + T cells was followed by an increase at peak activation levels of up to 11.30 ± 3.61 cells/mm 3 (mean ± SD), strikingly similar to baseline. The fraction of activated CD4 + T cells expressing CD69 also increased dramatically, from an average of less than 1% CD4 + CD69 + T cells before depletion to an average of 96.2% of CD4 + T cells at the nadir ( Figure 5B ). The observed increase of circulating CD4 + CD69 + T cells may also reflect a more rapid and/or prominent egress of activated CD4 + T cells from the LNs. As expected, we observed an increase in the fraction of proliferating CD4 + Ki67 + T cells in tissues after CD4 + T cell depletion that was temporally associated with the increase in plasma viral load ( Figure 5D ). We also investigated the relationship between viremia and the fraction of circulating and tissue-based CD4 + CCR5 + T cells in our group of CD4 + T cell-depleted, SIV-infected SMs and found no significant correlation between these parameters (Supplemental Figure 3) .
We next sought to directly assess the relationship between the frequency of activated or proliferating CD4 + T cells and the observed changes in viral load by performing the same partial correlation analysis that we performed for CD4 + counts and log viral loads by adjusting for time and animals. We found a significant direct correlation (P < 0.0001) between the number of CD4 + Ki67 + T cells and viral load throughout the study period ( Figure 5C ). In contrast to the correlation between CD4 + T cell counts and viral load, which was more apparent during the early stages of depletion, the direct correlation between CD4 + Ki67 + T cell number and viral load was evident throughout the study. This finding was further highlighted in the data for each individual animal ( Figure 5D ).
The finding of a direct correlation of both CD4 + T cell count and CD4 + Ki67 + T cell count with plasma viremia strongly suggests that in naturally SIV-infected SMs, the number of both total and proliferating CD4 + target cells is a key determinant of the level of virus replication. Consistent with this notion is the observation that in SIV-infected SMs, most cells producing SIV are localized within clusters of CD3 + T cells, as detected by double-label in situ hybridization/IHC techniques on sections of LNs and RB tissues, and rarely include CD68 + macrophages or CD11c dendritic cells (G. Silvestri, unpublished observations).
The CD4 + T cell proliferation increase after depletion is likely caused by homeostasis-driven mechanisms. The increased level of CD4 + T cell proliferation observed in our cohort of SIV-infected SMs after treatment with the depleting anti-CD4 antibody could be secondary to the selective activation of SIV-specific CD4 + T cells (likely in response to the rebound of virus replication) or by the activation of homeostatic (i.e., non-antigen-specific) mechanisms aimed at repopulating the CD4 + T cell pool. We sought to address this issue by longitudinally examining the diversity of TCR repertoire, with the expectation that CD4 + T cell proliferation driven by SIV would be reflected in an oligoclonal repertoire, less diverse than a truly homeostasis dependent proliferation. We sorted peripheral blood CD4 + T cells from each animal before and after depletion and determined the relative degree of TCR heterogeneity by TCR V-J fragment-specific Southern hybridization, as described previously (29) . In these experiments, the signal obtained from the positive control ratio was denoted as 1 (i.e., 100% homology between the probe and target), and ratios less than 1 indicated less homology between the probe and the amplicon generated from different cell aliquots, suggesting a diverse content and therefore greater relative heterogeneity of V-J region sequences in these aliquots (29) . For aliquots 1 and 2, the average diversity before depletion was 0.574 and 0.634, and the average diversity after depletion was 0.624 and 0.50, respectively ( Figure 6 ). If activation and proliferation of CD4 + T cells were caused by SIV-specific antigenic stimulation, the TCR repertoire would be expected to be more restricted during the time interval when elevated levels of CD4 + Ki67 + T cells were noted as a result of clonal expansion. However, the absence of significant differences between the diversity of the CD4 + T cell TCR V-J fragments before and after depletion suggests that in these animals, CD4 + T cells are being activated in response to homeostatic stimuli induced by CD4 + T cell depletion rather than by SIV-specific proliferation. While the increased CD4 + T cell activation and proliferation appeared to be driven by homeostasis, the fact that the fraction of cycling CD4 + T cells declined before complete reconstitution of CD4 + T cell pool indicates a homeostatic failure in CD4 + T cell-depleted SIV-infected SMs.
CD4 + T cell depletion does not induce significant changes in the fraction of Tregs or the level of SIV-specific CD8 + T cell responses.
One of the primary goals of this study was to assess the contribution of CD4 + T cells in controlling virus replication in naturally SIV-infected SMs. However, the observation that CD4 + T cell depletion was associated with marked decline in viral load indicates that any putative role of CD4 + T cells in directly controlling SIV replication is less prominent than their role as targets for the virus. However, an alternative explanation for the decline in viremia after CD4 + T cell depletion is that a predominant loss of CD4 + Tregs could result in expansion and/or activation of SIV-specific CD8 + T cells, whose antiviral effect would then contribute to a lower set-point viremia. To test this possibility, we assessed the frequency of Tregs in peripheral blood by quantitating the fraction and number of CD4 + FoxP3 + CD25 hi and CD4 + CD25 hi CD127 lo T cells ( Figure 7A ) by methods previously described (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . No significant change in the fraction of circulating CD4 + FoxP3 + CD25 hi T cells was noted throughout the follow-up period of study. As expected, the absolute number of CD4 + FoxP3 + CD25 hi T cells was reduced 20 d after depletion (from 16 ± 4.52 to 2 ± 1.10 cells/mm 3 ) and remained at 2.5-3.9 cells/mm 3 (SD, 1.47-2.80 cells/mm 3 ) throughout the period of study ( Figure 7B ). When Tregs were defined as CD4 + CD25 hi CD127 lo T cells, the fraction of this cell subset showed a transient increase in the first few weeks after depletion, while, as expected, the absolute number of CD4 + CD25 hi CD127 lo T cells was reduced from 43.78 ± 30.67 cells/mm 3 (mean ± SD) before depletion to 5.12-20.76 cells/mm 3 after depletion ( Figure 7B ). The differences observed between CD3 + FoxP3 + CD25 h T cells and CD4 + CD25 h CD127l lo T cells in the early stages after depletion may be related to the fact that some of the CD4 + CD127 lo T cells could be activated CD4 + T cells rather then bona fide Tregs. However, comparison of the percentage of CD4 + CD25 hi CD127 lo T cells with the percentage of CD4 + Ki67 + T cells did not indicate any major overlap between these cell subsets. Importantly, no correlation was found at any time point between virus replication and either the fraction or the absolute number of Tregs defined as CD4 + FoxP3 + CD25 hi or CD4 + CD25 hi CD127 lo (data not shown). Taken together, these findings indicate that it is highly unlikely that a preferential depletion of Tregs is responsible for the reduced viral load observed.
Next we sought to determine whether treatment with anti-CD4 antibody affected the level of SIV-specific CD8 + T cell responses in our cohort of naturally SIV-infected SMs. To determine whether CD4 + T cell depletion increased CD8 + T cell responses to the virus, we measured CD8 + T cell counts ( Figure 2D ), the fraction of activated and proliferating CD8 + T cells ( Figure 7C ), and the level of SIV-specific CD8 + T cells ( Figure 7D ). As previously noted, the number of CD8 + T cells did not demonstrate any major changes after depletion, and there was no correlation at any time point between the fraction or number of CD8 + T cells and viral load (data not shown). In addition, we found no significant changes in the fraction or absolute numbers of CD8 + T cells expressing Ki67, HLA-DR, or CD69, and no correlation between the level of CD8 + T cell activation or proliferation and viral load was found at any time point (data not shown). Finally, we directly assessed SIV-specific T cell responses by performing intracellular cytokine staining for IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2 after stimulation of PBMCs with SIVenv and gag peptides. As shown in Figure 7D , prior to depletion, 0.29% ± 0.22% and 0.25% ± 0.19% of CD8 + T cells produced IFN-γ and TNF-α, respectively, in response to each of the pools of SIV peptides. After depletion, 0.23% ± 0.15% and 0.92% ± 0.34% of CD8 + T cells produced IFN-γ and TNF-α, respectively. In addition, we found no significant difference in IL-2 or CD107α expression in response to SIV peptides between samples before and after depletion (data not shown). Collectively, these findings argue against the possibility that antibody-mediated CD4 + T cell depletion caused either a selective loss of Tregs or an increase in SIV-specific CD8 + T cell responses in our cohort of SIV-infected SMs and thus suggest that the removal of target cells is the most likely mechanism underlying the changes in plasma viremia observed in these animals.
Discussion
Studies of the virological and immunological features of the nonpathogenic SIV infection of naturally adapted hosts, such as SMs, may allow us to gain insight into the mechanisms of AIDS pathogenesis in humans. In SIV-infected SMs, a normal or near-normal frequency and absolute number of peripheral CD4 + T cells are usually maintained despite many years of infection with a highly replicating virus (6) (7) (8) .
The main goal of this study was to determine how an artificially induced depletion of CD4 + T cells would influence the level of
Figure 6
Analysis of TCR repertoire diversity via TCR V-J fragment-specific Southern hybridization. TCR V-J PCR amplicons were generated from 3 aliquots of CD4 + T cells from each PBMC sample designated as control, 1, and 2 and hybridized with a probe generated from the control aliquot. The 1.0 signal obtained from the positive control indicates 100% homology between the probe and target; ratios from aliquots 1 and 2 indicate less homology between the probe and the amplicon and indicate the level of variability of V-J region sequences. There was no significant difference in the variability of the CD4 + T cell V-J fragment before and after CD4 + T cell depletion.
virus replication in naturally SIV-infected SMs. We reasoned that the key potential roles of CD4 + T cells in influencing the prevailing level of SIV replication are their helper effect on SIV-specific humoral and cellular immune responses, thus contributing to the control of virus replication, or their ability to support virus replication as preferential target cells for infection. To our knowledge, this is the first time that CD4 + T cells have been experimentally depleted during SIV infection in nonhuman primates. Our analysis of the virological and immunological effects of in vivo CD4 + T cell depletion during natural, nonpathogenic SIV infection of SMs has helped us to gain insight into the role played by these cells in this interesting animal model.
We hypothesized 3 major outcomes for this study: (a) viral load increases, indicating that a primary role for CD4 + T cells in SIVinfected SMs is to control viral replication (possibly taking place in cell lineages other than the CD4 + T cell lineage); (b) viral load decreases, consistent with the hypothesis that the main role of CD4 + T cells is to serve as a source for SIV replication, with the implication that we would expect viral load to return to the predepletion levels upon reconstitution of the CD4 + T cell pool; and (c) viral load remains stable, suggesting the absence of a major role of CD4 + T cells as either the main targets for virus replication or the cell type responsible for the immune control of viremia. We found that antibody-mediated in vivo depletion of CD4 + T cells, but not macrophages, was followed by a rapid decrease in viral load, thus suggesting that CD4 + T cells are the primary targets for viral replication in naturally SIV-infected SMs. Importantly, within a few weeks of the end of treatment we observed a rapid rebound of viremia, reaching levels that transiently surpassed those at baseline. The decline of viremia after treatment with anti-CD4 antibody may reflect a direct effect of the antibody in blocking infection of new cells; similarly, the later rebound may reflect the clearing of the antibody from the circulation. However, we found that the rebound in viremia was temporally associated with a striking increase in the expression of markers of activation and proliferation on CD4 + T cells. Even more importantly, a highly significant correlation was observed between viral load and both the absolute numbers of total and proliferating (i.e., Ki67 + ) CD4 + T cells throughout the follow-up period. These statistical analyses suggest it is highly unlikely that the kinetics of viremia we observed reflect a putative direct antiviral effect of the monoclonal antibody used. Of note, the lack of correlation between viral load and CD4 + Ki67 + T cells across animals at baseline levels suggests that genetic and immunological differences between individual SMs dictate set-point levels of virus replication and activated CD4 + T cells specifically for each animal.
An alternative explanation for the decline of viral load at the time of CD4 + T cell depletion is that a preferential loss of Tregs results in a rapid increase in the level of SIV-specific CD8 + T cell responses. However, we did not find evidence at any time point that the treatment resulted in either preferential depletion of Tregs or increased magnitude of SIV-specific CD8 + T cells (defined as producing IFN-γ, TNF, or IL-2 or expressing CD107 following stimulation with SIV peptide pools), the only exception being a 3-fold increase in the fraction of TNF-α-producing cells 60 d after depletion. The observation of low cytotoxic T cell responses to the virus confirms our previous studies (13) and is consistent with the modest changes in viremia observed after CD8 + cell depletion in naturally SIV-infected SMs (14) . Therefore, these data further support the notion that the AIDS resistance of SMs is independent of cellular immune control of virus replication.
An interesting observation of the present study was that the depletion of CD4 + T cells induced by the administered antibody persisted for much longer than the depletion of CD8 + T cells obtained by similar means (i.e., infusion of a CD8-specific antibody; refs. 14, 26, [35] [36] [37] . This finding is not exclusively due to the fact that the SMs included in this study were SIV infected, because a slower repopulation of CD4 + compared with CD8 + T cells was also observed in uninfected SMs treated with anti-CD4 antibody, although the uninfected SMs reconstituted their pool of CD4 + T cells faster than the infected animals. Of note, a slow repopulation of the CD4 + T cell pool after antibody-mediated depletion was also observed in an experiment conducted in HCV-infected chimpanzees (38) . Therefore, our results suggest that repopulation of CD4 + T cells after depletion may be intrinsically slower than that of CD8 + T cells, for reasons that are still unclear but likely related to the way the homeostasis of these T cell subsets is maintained. This conclusion is consistent with studies showing that CD4 + T cells repopulate much slower than do CD8 + T cells after myeloablative chemotherapy and/or BM transplantation (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) . Finally, our current findings lend some indirect support to the hypothesis that intrinsic weakness in the mechanisms regulating CD4 + T cell homeostasis under depleting circumstances may play a role in the immunopathogenesis of AIDS (23, (46) (47) (48) .
Theoretically, the marked increase in CD4 + T cell activation and proliferation observed soon after the nadir of CD4 + T cell depletion could be caused by the activation of homeostatic mechanisms aimed at repopulating the pool of CD4 + T cells or by the response of SIV-specific CD4 + T cells to the rapid rebound in viremia observed after the early decline. Our analysis of the TCR repertoire did not reveal any evidence of decreased TCR heterogeneity at the time of peak CD4 + T cell proliferation, strongly supporting the hypothesis that this proliferation is in fact homeostasis driven, even though it fails to rapidly repopulate the pool of CD4 + T cells. This conclusion is also consistent with the fact that in our cohort of naturally SIV-infected SMs, the rebound of viremia seemed to follow, rather than anticipate, the increase in CD4 + T cell activation and proliferation. These findings support a model whereby the availability of activated CD4 + T cells as targets for virus replication is the main determinant of the prevailing level of viremia during nonpathogenic SIV infection of a natural host species.
Intriguingly, CD4 + T cell-depleted SIV-infected SMs did not experience signs of progression to AIDS despite CD4 + T cell numbers that persisted up to 18 mo after depletion at levels below 100 cells/mm 3 , a number that would be associated with high risk of disease progression in HIV-infected humans or SIV-infected macaques. The fact that SIV-infected SMs remain asymptomatic even when their levels of circulating CD4 + T cells becomes very low has been described in previous studies of naturally SIV-infected animals (8) and in a subset of SMs that developed X4-R5 dualtropic viruses after experimental infection (49) . Collectively, these findings suggest either that SIV-infected SMs are genetically less dependent on CD4 + T cells to maintain their immune system function or that, in the absence of chronic immune activation, they avoid opportunistic infections even in the context of very low CD4 + T cell counts. Further studies of naturally occurring CD4 + T cell-depleted and/or experimentally antibody-depleted SIVinfected SMs involving in vivo immunization with T cell-dependent antigens will be required to better characterize to what extent T helper function is dependent on CD4 + T cells in SMs.
The conclusion that activated CD4 + T cells support the bulk of SIV replication in SMs is consistent with our observations that in both LNs and intestinal lamina propria, the cells that are positive for SIV by in situ hybridization are CD3 + and Ki67 + (G. Silvestri, unpublished observations) and that the average in vivo lifespan of infected cells - as measured by the kinetics of viral load decline after treatment with antiretroviral therapy - is 1.06 d, consistent with the hypothesis that these cells are activated CD4 + T cells (19) . Future studies will be conducted to determine whether the amount of activated CD4 + T cells is also the main determinant of viremia during pathogenic SIV infection of rhesus macaques.
The direct association of CD4 + T cell counts, CD4 + T cell proliferation, and virus replication in a nonpathogenic model of primate lentiviral infection described in the present study emphasizes the complexity of the relationship between HIV/SIV and the host immune system. During HIV/SIV infection, CD4 + T cell proliferation may indicate the development of HIV/SIV-specific helper immune responses as well as the activation of homeostatic mechanisms directed at reconstituting the pool of CD4 + T cells, both events that may protect from disease progression. However, CD4 + T cell proliferation is also inextricably linked to HIV/SIV pathogenesis because it provides new targets for virus replication (11, 28) . In this regard, the results of this study underscore the importance of better understanding the relationship between CD4 + T cell activation and permissibility to HIV/SIV replication in order to develop therapeutic strategies in which CD4 + T cell homeostasis and/or CD4 + T cell responses to the virus can be enhanced without necessarily increasing the level of virus replication.
Methods
Animals. Six naturally SIV-infected SMs were used in this study. All animals were housed at the Yerkes National Primate Research Center and maintained in accordance with NIH guidelines. Animals were chosen on the criteria that they had normal CD4 + T cell counts (>500 cells/mm 3 ). Three SMs were chosen with low viral load (<20,000 viral RNA copies/ml plasma, 1 with <120 viral RNA copies/m plasma) and 3 with high viral load (>200,000 viral RNA copies/ml plasma) in order to define a role, if any, of viral load in such depletion studies. These studies were approved by the Emory University and University of Pennsylvania Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees.
CD4 + T cell depletion. A preliminary study was carried out in order to define the dose of humanized anti-CD4 mAb (Cdr-OKT4A-huIgG1; clone 12F11) that causes complete depletion of peripheral CD4 + T cells in uninfected SMs. Of note, the depleting antibody used did not mask the staining with the anti-CD4 antibody (clone L200) that we used in our flow cytometric studies to assess the levels of CD4 + T cells and their subsets (data not shown). Based on the results of this study, the 6 animals were treated with 10 mg/kg anti-CD4 mAb i.v. on day 0, followed by 5 mg/kg i.v. on days 3, 7, and 10. Data from preliminary experiments indicated that the antibody used persisted in the circulation for an average of 5.2-5.6 d (data not shown). Depletion efficiency in tissues other than blood (where absolute number calculation was not available) was calculated assuming that the non-CD4 + T cell fraction remained unchanged by anti-CD4 antibody treatment.
Determination of plasma viral RNA. Quantitative real-time RT-PCR assay to determine SIV viral load was performed as previously described (6) .
Tissue collection and processing. PBMCs were isolated by gradient centrifugation. Procedures for LN biopsy, RB, and BAL as well as isolation of lymphocytes from the obtained samples were performed as described previously (8, 20) .
Immunophenotyping and flow cytometry. Multicolor flow cytometric analysis was performed on isolated cells according to standard procedures using human mAbs that were found to crossreact with SMs. Predetermined optimal concentrations of the antibodies used were as follows: anti-CD4-PerCPCy5.5 (clone L200; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen), anti-CD8-Alexa Fluor 700 (clone RPA-T8; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen), anti-CD3-PacBlue or -Alexa Fluor 700 (clone SP34-2; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen), anti-CD69-allophycocyanin (clone FN-50; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen), anti-CD25-allophycocyanin-Cy7 or -PE (clone M-A251; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen), anti-Ki67-FITC (clone B56; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen), anti-CD14-PE-Cy7 (clone 322A-1 [MY4]; Beckman Coulter), anti-CD127-PE (clone R34.34; Beckman Coulter), anti-HLA-DR-PE-Cy7 or -PerCPCy5.5 (clone L-243; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen), FoxP3-allophycocyanin (clone PCH101 or 236A/E7; eBioscience), and anti-Ki67-PE (clone B56; BD Biosciences - Pharmingen). Samples stained for Ki67 were fixed and permeabilized using the BD Biosciences - Pharmingen CytoFix/Perm Kit and stained intracellularly with anti-Ki67. For enumeration of Tregs, PBMCs were first surface stained with CD4-PerCP, CD25-PE, or CD127-PE and then fixed and intracellularly stained to detect FoxP3 according to the manufacturer's protocol (eBiosciences). Flow cytometric acquisition was performed on at least 100,000 events on an LSR-II cytometer driven by the FACS DiVa software (version 5.2; BD). Analysis of the acquired data was performed using FlowJo software (version 8.7.1; TreeStar). For all analysis of specific CD4 + T cell subsets, we used a threshold of 200 collected events.
IHC and in situ hybridization. IHC was performed on 5-μm tissue sections mounted on Superfrost plus glass slides, dewaxed, and rehydrated in double-distilled H2O. Antigen retrieval was performed by heating sections in 1× Diva Decloacker reagent (Biocare Medical) in a 95°C water bath for 30 min. Tissues were blocked with blocking reagent (Biocare Medical) for 1 h at room temperature. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 3% (v/v) H2O2 in TBS (pH 7.4). Primary antibodies were diluted in 10% blocking reagent in 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene and incubated overnight at 4°C. The sections were then analyzed using mouse, goat, or rabbit MACH-3 biotin-free polymer systems (Biocare Medical) according to the manufacturer's instructions and developed with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (Vector Laboratories) or Vulcan Fast Red (Biocare Medical). Sections were counterstained with Harris (Surgipath) or CAT (Biocare Medical) hematoxylin, mounted in Permount (Fisher Scientific), and examined by light microscopy. Single in situ hybridization and double in situ hybridization plus IHC were performed as previously described (50) . Antibodies used for IHC included rabbit monoclonal anti-human CD3 (SP7; Neomarkers), mouse anti-human Fascin (FCN01; Neomarkers), mouse anti-human CD68 (KP1; Dako), mouse anti-human macrophage (MAC387; Abcam), goat polyclonal anti-human CD163 (R&D Systems), mouse anti-human CD11c (5D11; Novocastra Laboratories), and mouse anti-human CD83 (1H4b; Novocastra Laboratories).
Determination of SIV antigen-specific CD4 + and CD8 + T cell responses. Blood samples were analyzed for SIVenv- and gag-specific immune responses using the standard intracellular cytokine assay as described previously (13) .
TCR repertoire diversity. Total RNA was isolated from 3 aliquots of 50,000 highly purified CD4 + T cells from a single PBMC sample (RNeasy kit; Qiagen), and cDNA was synthesized using the ProtoScript cDNA synthesis kit (New England Biolabs). TCR β-chain V-J fragment sequences were amplified using a mixture of TCRVβ and TCRJ primers. The amplification products from each of the 3 aliquots of cDNAs were purified and blotted onto a membrane. A probe labeled with α-32 P-dCTP was prepared from one of the amplicons (as a control) by PCR, hybridized to each dilution of the membrane-immobilized aliquots of amplicons from the control and each dilution of the other 2 aliquots. Hybridization signals were quantitated by densitometry. TCR diversity was calculated as the ratio of the hybridization signals obtained from each aliquot derived from the same CD4 + T cell donor to the signal obtained from the positive control (DNA aliquot from which the probe was made). The signal obtained from the positive control ratio was denoted as 1 (i.e., 100% homology between the probe and target); ratios that gave values less than 1 indicated decreasing levels of homology between the probe and the amplicon generated from different cell aliquots.
Statistics. Spearman and Pearson correlation tests were performed on all samples, using mean, SD, and sample count. All statistical analysis was performed using Prism (version 4.0C; GraphPad Software Inc.) or SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute Inc.) software. Random effects models were used to estimate the influence of time and animal on CD4 + versus CD4 + Ki67 + T cell counts and log viral loads. Partial correlations were then computed between CD4 + and CD4 + Ki67 + counts and for log viral loads adjusted for time and animals. Random effects models allow for estimation of these influences on the number of CD4 + Ki67 + T cells and viral loads separately, with nonlinear effects for time. Therefore, correlations can be computed between the residuals from the 2 random effects models to provide a partial correlation between CD4 + Ki67 + T cells/mm 3 and log viral load. While Spearman and Pearson correlations were also used to determine correlations between these values, and a significant correlation was found between the number of activated T cells and viral load, these analyses are limited because they only account for the relationship between measurements on any given day. The partial correlation analysis is more appropriate for this study because this method takes into account the longitudinal structure (and hence serial correlation) inherent in the data and provides a single estimate for the relationship between activation and viral load over all measurements. A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant. and the NIH nonhuman primate reagent resource. In addition, we would like to thank Ann Chahroudi for critical review of this manuscript. This work was supported by NIH grants R01-AI66998 and R01-HL-75766 (to G. Silvestri), R01-AI27057 (to A.A. Ansari), R21-AI060451 (to D.L. Sodora), R24RR16988 (to F. Villinger), and RR-00165 (to the Yerkes National Primate Research Center). The CD4-depleting antibody used in this study was provided by the NIH Nonhuman Primate Reagent Resource supported by NIH grants RR016001 and AI040101.
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